Cash, Credit & Your Future: Teens When You Earn It, Manage It. (DVD) Learning Zonexpress

Dreams are free but achieving them takes good planning, hard work and money. Get a head start on the money part by learning how to manage your finances. Designed to help parents teach teens about money management.

Financial Fitness: Audio Program, (Audiobook) Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward

8 CD’s with more information about how to build your income, get out of debt, and prosper in any economy. Learn more about the principles of financial management.

Financial Fitness: Program Book, Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward

We call it “the money thing” the elusive, and often difficult mystery of acquiring, keeping, and continuing to produce enough money to be able to live the life of our choosing. The principles of financial fitness are available for everyone. What works best is knowledge and application of basic principles. Use this book in tandem with Financial Fitness workbook, and audio program.

Financial Fitness: Workbook, Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward

Use this workbook in tandem with Financial Fitness Book, and audio program.

The 4 Laws of Financial Prosperity, Stephen Covey

This book recognizes that financial prosperity is an integral part of happiness and well-being. Unlike other books on the market, its not reactive. It doesn’t just focus on how to get our of debt, its about your whole life. It helps you tie your financial goals into your deepest values and principles.

Money: An Owner’s Manual, Dennis R. Deaton

This book is a comprehensive, upbeat, illuminating guide for those who want to really own money and have control over their monetary lives.

The 9 Steps to Financial Freedom, (Audiobook) Suze Orman

Practical and spiritual steps so you can stop worrying. The author goes beyond the nuts and bolts of managing money to explore the psychological power money has in our lives. This audio book covers investments, credit, insurance, and estate and retirement planning.
Financial Health Continued

**Personal Finance for Dummies** Eric Tyson
Assess your financial fitness. Save more and spend less. Review you credit report and improve your score. Make smart investments in any economic environment.

**Rich Dad Poor Dad** (Audio MP3) Robert T Kiyosaki
What the rich teach their kids about money, that the poor and middle class do not. Rich Dad Poor Dad will explode the myth that you need to earn a high income to become rich and teach you what to teach your kids about money for their future financial success.

**Small Steps to Health and Wealth** O’Neill, B. and Ensle, K.
This program is designed to motivate consumers to implement behavior change strategies that simultaneously improve their health and personal finances.

**The 10 STEPS to Financial Wellness; Your Personal Guide to Rock-Solid Financial Health** Jeff S. Rubleski, MBA

**The Total Money Makeover** (Audio MP3) Dave Ramsey
Build up your money muscles with America’s favorite finance coach. Tips to design a surefire plan for paying off all debt. Recognize the 10 most dangerous money myths and secure a big, fat nest egg for emergencies and retirement. Two copies of this book are available, please request audio MP3 or print version.

**Women & Money Owning The Power to Control Your Destiny** (Audiobook) Suze Orman
Why is it that women, who are so competent in all other areas of their lives, cannot find the same competence when it comes to matters of money? Orman equips women with the financial knowledge and emotional awareness to overcome the blocks that have kept them from making more out of the money they make. Two copies of this book are available, please request audiobook or print version.

Borrow for up to 3 weeks by sending an email with book title and interoffice mail location to 411-HealthPromotion.

**EAT HEALTHY BE ACTIVE LIVE WELL**